
 

 

Anna University Exams Nov/Dec 2015 – Regulation 2013 
Rejinpaul.com Unique Important Questions – 3rd Semester BE/BTECH 

EC6301 Object Oriented Programming and Data Structures 
           UNIT I – DATA ABSTRACTION & OVERLOADING 

1. Explain the basic concept of OOPS With example program 
2. Discuss (a) constructors (b) copy constructor (c) destructors 
3. What is operator overloading and Function Overloading (With C++ Program Complex Numbers ) 
4. Explain (a) Call by value (b) Call by Reference (c) static data is accessed by a static member function. 
5. What is a Friend function? What is the use of using Friend functions in c++ ? 
6. write a member function to perform matrix addition , simple addition and string concatenation by  

overloading + operator 
UNIT II – INHERITANCE & POLYMORPHISM 

1. What are the different forms of inheritance supported in c++? Explain with example  
2. Explain in detail about Virtual function with example 
3. Explain various conversions using c++ with suitable example 

UNIT-III – LINEAR DATA STRUCTURES 
1. Discuss implementing queue using linked list with algorithm 
2. Convert the expression ((A+B) *C –(D-E)^(F+G)) to equivalent prefix and post fix notations 
3. Discuss implementing 2 stacks using single array with algorithm 
4. Write a c++ Program (a) sum up all odd numbers in a single linked list (b) perform addition and differentiation 

using linked list form of queue. 
5. Explain the linked list implementation of list ADT in Detail. 

UNIT – IV NONLINEAR DATA STRUCTURES 
1. What is a Binary tree? Explain the different tree traversals with algorithm 
2. Explain smart union algorithm in detail 
3. Explain the various representations of graph and tree with example  
4. Explain DFS and BFS with examples 

UNIT – V SORTING AND SEARCHING                                                                  
1. Implement quick sort Algorithm in detail  
2. Implement (a) binary search (b) insertion sort with suitable example 
3. Implement linear search with suitable example with C++ Code 
4. Implement merge sort with suitable example  
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